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ABSTRACT:
This talk provides multiple different perspectives on dynamic CPU speed scaling systems. Such systems
have the ability to auto-scale their service capacity based on demand, which introduces many interesting
tradeoffs between response time, fairness, and energy efficiency.
The talk begins by highlighting key results and observations from prior speed scaling research, which
straddles both the theory and systems literature. A recurring theme in the talk
is the dichotomy between the assumptions, approaches, and results in these two different research
communities, and the role that simulation can play in bridging between them. The main part of the talk
shares several insights from our own work on speed scaling designs, including coupled and
decoupled speed-scaling systems. This work includes analytical and simulation modeling, as well as
empirical system measurements on a modern Intel i7 processor, which we have used for calibration and
validation of our speed scaling simulator. These models are then used to study auto-scaling effects in
speed scaling systems, using discrete-event simulation.
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